
ArcellorMittal Orbit - The Slide

Visitors using The Slide must…

be at least 1.3m in height and at least eight (8)years old

weigh under 139.7kg (22 stone)

wear long sleeves or protective elbow pads

seek medical advice if they have any pre-existing medical conditions

enter the attraction at the time stated on their ticket and join the queue for The Slide on the

lower platform 15 minutes after their entry time

slide feet first

slide in a lying position on their back

only slide with the use of the mat provided

not slide under the influence of alcohol or drugs

keep arms and elbows close to the body whilst sliding and hold the safety handle with both

hands at all times

not wear loose clothing, large jewellery or inappropriate footwear

not slide with bags or other large belongings (e.g. umbrellas)

not use the slide without staff supervision

not slide on their stomach

not attempt break or stop during their journey down

exit The Slide immediately when they reach the end

More than one person sliding at a time is not permitted.

The use of personal go-pros, cameras, phones, other electronic devices and unofficial recording

equipment on The Slide are not permitted.

If you have a heart condition, back or neck injuries, claustrophobia, vertigo, if you are pregnant or

if you have any condition that prevents you from following all of the safety rules and guidelines,

you may not ride The Slide.

All materials used to enhance speed are strictly prohibited.

Each ticket is valid for one use of The Slide only.

Visitors who are disabled or who require adaptations to accommodate any additional needs are

asked to contact our team on 03338008 099 prior to booking.

Visitors must follow the instruction of our staff at all times. We reserve the right to refuse entry

to The Slide for operational or health and safety reasons.


	



